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A HARAAM, KUFR, HINDU ‘MENDHI’ PARTY TO CELEBRATE A NIKAH

It is indeed terribly lamentable that in our community, last night (10 December 2021) a haraam,
kufr, Hindu, so-called ‘mendhi’ party was organized to celebrate a nikah which is set to be
performed tomorrow, Sunday 12 December 2021 at Musjidul Fuqara.

The pictures, reproduced here, testify to the immorality and evil of the haraam party. Women
smoking haraam hookah and gyrating to the beat of devil’s music, acquitted themselves like
prostitutes. It is not possible for these vile women and the menfolk who supported them to be
the repositories of valid Imaan. It is not possible for true Muslims to conduct themselves so
flagrantly in violation of the Shariah. There was not the slightest vestige of fear for Allah Ta’ala
in all those who have participated in this Hindu-style shaitaaniyat.

Let them understand well that whatever little Imaan they had, was last night obliterated by their
indulgence in the kufr merry making, shaitaani stunt. If they are keen to be Muslims, it will be
imperative for them to repent and renew their Imaan as well as their nikah. The indulgence was
in kufr, for they all believed that the shaitaaniyat in which they had indulged is halaal. Only
women with the tendencies of prostitutes can participate in such immoral, kufr parties.

THE NIKAH WHICH WAS SUPPOSED TO BE PERFORMED AT MUSJIDUL FUQARA
TOMORROW, 12 DECEMBER 2021, HAS BEEN CANCELLED.
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They should perform their nikah at the haraam venue where they had held their haraam,
shaitaani, kufr party or at some weird musjid temple where the kufr protocols of the atheists are
observed. We shall not allow the sanctity of the Musjid to be polluted with the performance of
nikah for those whose very Imaan is dangling on a thread or perhaps entirely extinguished by
their flagrant and reckless trampling on the Shariah of Allah Ta’ala.

See pictures:

SMOKING HOOKAH

6 Jamaadil Ula 1443 – 11 December 2021
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